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Abstract: The technique of forcing, discovered by Paul Cohen in the 1960’s, is one of
the most widely used in modern set theory. Using a cleverly chosen partial order in a
universe of set theory (model of ZFC) together with an external object, the generic filter
for that partial order, we can extend the universe to a larger universe, the forcing extension,
satisfying some desired property or list of properties. While using set partial orders allows
us to control the local properties of a forcing extension, such as the size of the powerset of
a single cardinal or a set of cardinals, in order to globally modify how our universe looks,
by, for example, getting the generalized continuum hypothesis to fail at every cardinal, we
need to use class partial orders.
As class forcing began to be used more widely in set theoretic constructions, set theorists
began trying to systematically study its properties. It quickly became obvious that first-
order set theory, where classes are merely objects in the meta-theory, is not the correct
framework for formalizing and studying the properties of class forcing, which is fundamen-
tally about class objects. Class forcing, as any concept that operates on classes, is best
understood in the framework of second-order set theory in which both sets and classes are
objects. It has since turned out that properties of class forcing are indeed determined by
which classes exist around them, namely which second-order class existence axioms hold.
Although set theorists have successfully used class partial orders to construct numerous
interesting universes, class forcing does not generally work anywhere near as nicely as set
forcing. Most significantly, class forcing does not necessarily preserve ZFC and satisfies
the forcing theorem (the assertion that the forcing relation is definable) only in strong
enough second-order set theories. Many other widely used results about set forcing can
fail for class forcing as well, even in strong second-order theories.
In this talk, I will explain how to formalize class forcing in the context of second-order
set theory and discuss how the familiar properties of set forcing hold up or fail for class
partial orders.
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